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GlobalMeet helps you:
■ Bolster equality among diverse

groups by improving content accessibility
■ Build an inclusive, open culture
■ Amplify your message
■ Foster improved understanding

and comprehension
■ Maximize business opportunities
■ Increase retention and engagement
■ Boost mental focus

Whether you’re a global organization collaborating with partners, 
investors, and customers across multiple languages or an enterprise 
business with hundreds of employees around the globe, language 
captions, and live interpreters help create accessible, open environments.
By removing language barriers and increasing transparency, audiences around the world can understand and digest 
any type of communication. Research shows that when viewers can’t understand or hear a speaker, they quickly zone 
out and consider the information less credible. This directly impacts your business revenue and reduces the 
effectiveness of your virtual events strategy. GlobalMeet’s innovative technology unlocks one of the most significant 
hurdles to global communication. 

GlobalMeet builds an inclusive 
culture that breaks down language barriers, 
fosters team building, and improves 
accessibility and inclusivity with live 
interpretations or captions during events. 

Why Go with Professional Human Captioning with GlobalMeet?

■ Increased accuracy as captions are done by a real human
■ Multiple languages to choose from
■ Robust user experience and increased transparency and accessibility

Speak the Language of Your Customers, 
Investors and Employees
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Increased Benefits of Captions
Both human and automated captioning offer valuable accessibility options for your virtual event, but they can also 
bring so much more. One of our event captioning options can make webcasts searchable providing text transcripts for 
you to use on blog posts, website pages, emails, and more. This captioning option can also make your webcasts more 
action-oriented, efficient, and productive, as viewers can quickly find information and specific topics during and after 
the event. When key points are easily discoverable, your VIP information can be hammered home.

Benefits of Our Caption Derived Transcripts Option 
■ Improves viewer comprehension and increases viewing times
■ Quick keyword searching
■ Reduces viewers’ need to watch a long-form event again to find key information
■ Increases accessibility to all audiences and languages
■ Offers easily accessible text versions of event information 
■ Supports compliance
■ Easy reference before, during, and after the event

With live human interpretation, GlobalMeet is helping clients deliver 
events that speak to customers, investors, and employees with up to 200+ 
spoken and sign languages to choose from. 
Why Go with Live Interpretation with GlobalMeet? 
■ Broaden your global reach
■ Understand and be understood in

your language
■ Support accessibility and inclusion
■ Real-time human interpretation
■ Increase

engagement

Why Go with Automated Replay Captioning with GlobalMeet?
■ More cost efficient as conducted by a computer program
■ Admins can edit the captions to increase accuracy

Upgrade your virtual events and content with live interpretation and 
captions. Sign up for a Demo of GlobalMeet today. 

https://www.globalmeet.com/virtual-events/webcast/offer/

